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For MICCAI 2018, a total of 1335 papers were submitted, of which 1066 manuscripts were sent for peer review by 3 experts each after editorial triage. Following a double-blind review process, 372 papers (34.9%) were accepted for presentation at the conference in either podium or poster format.
Papers that received the highest review scores and specifically pertained to the general topic of computer-assisted intervention were invited to this special issue of IJCARS. Authors had to significantly extend the contents of their MICCAI conference papers, undergo a full new peer review process, and meet the Journal's rigorous standards of scientific novelty and quality. We invited 22 papers, 14 of which are included in this volume. The wide spectrum of papers reflects recent trends in computer-assisted interventions, including an increasing interest in machine learning approaches to problems like segmentation, registration, tracking, image simulation and classification with a focus on image-guided interventions, and intuitive innovative solutions for visualization and augmented reality surgical navigation.
This special issue aims to provide a representative collage of the diverse topics covered in computer-assisted interventions at MICCAI 2018. We would like to thank the authors, reviewers, and the Editorial Office of IJCARS for their efforts to bring forth this special issue we hope you will enjoy reading.
